ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers
From: Lucy Balderama, Inventory Bid Technician
Date: June 3, 2008
Subject: RFQ # 08-062, Design/Build of (2) Two New Restrooms at Ascarate

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal for the Pre-bid meeting on May 20, 2008 at 10:00 response to the following question:

1. Do you want the changes tables and all that in them?
   Yes.

2. Do you want to put in heavy duty, stainless or cheap material?
   Heavy duty stainless steal.

3. Like the prison fixtures?
   Yes. We want to make them high vandal proof, low maintenance.

4. How about placing gates to seal restrooms?
   No gates.
5. How about if you put a recess and make an offset and insert it in to the wall and it will give you head room to go ahead and stick your head down and press the button and there will be no way of them getting in there and sealing it the block up? This would seal the front and the only thing that would be exposed is the top banister and the button and there would be no way for them to get into any of the working mechanism.

I like that. It sounds good.

6. Can they get into the working mechanism?

It’s just mindless vandalism. They try to jump on them.

7. What if we oversize the lines to help with clogs and such things of this nature. We could even size the slop of

Any thing like that sounds good.

8. Do you want to replace the same number of restrooms that you have there or do you want them bigger.

We need much more capacity.

9. Are you sure about the taps?

Those existing restrooms are tied to the sewer system so they do exist.

10. Are you interested in waterless urinals?

No. It’s more maintenance.

11. What about dual level flushing?

No. Let’s keep it simple.

12. Is there any kind of treatment that can be done to the interior/exterior walls for the graffiti?

On the cleaning side yes. We can use epoxy to help it wash/clean it easier and makes it more durable.

13. Does the amount of the RFQ include everything including the pay services?

Everything will be taken out of there.